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New Rating System Will Benefit
Motorists, Effective Repair Shops

Motorists will soon have a new tool to
assist them in shopping for emissions
repairs. And repair facilities will have a
new way to showcase their abilities.

Massachusetts is developing a new Emis-
sions Repair Success Ratings (ERSR) sys-
tem, which will work by evaluating the
effectiveness of repair facilities based on
repair data forms, and by publishing
those results as an ERSR for each facility.

In January of 2000, Massachusetts began
collecting repair industry data in order to
design a statewide evaluation system.
Throughout 2000 and into 2001, repair
data was collected and analyzed. Califor-
nia and Colorado have similar systems in
place, so their approaches were studied as
well.

Working in conjunction with automotive
repair associations and individual repair-
ers, the Massachusetts Registry of Motor
Vehicles (RMV) and the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) designed
the various features of the proposed ERSR
system. A formula for ranking repair facili-
ties was created.

Repair facilities were instructed on how to
input repair data properly into the Vehicle
Inspection Database (VID) so that accu-
rate, up-to-date information would be
used when calculating repair facility rat-

ings. Then, in March of 2001, a practice
ERSR was mailed to repair shops based on
then current VID information.

Following distribution of the practice ERSR,
comments from the repair industry were
solicited, and amendments were made to
the design. Two seminars were hosted by
the RMV and DEP in order to (a.) further
instruct repairers on how to input repair
data into the VID, and (b.) provide a forum
for repairers to ask questions and commu-
nicate concerns about the rating system.
The rating formula was revised in May to
reflect comments made during the semi-
nars.

Copies of the first “live” ERSR are due to be
mailed soon to repair stations. Plans call
for this mailing to be followed by another
comment period for repairer feedback
during which repair facilities will be ex-
pected to verify their ERSR.

Once verified, the ERSR for every shop will
be posted on the program website. Owners
of failing vehicles will also be given infor-
mation on emissions repairers in their area,
and those repairers’ ERSR, as part of the
Vehicle Inspection Report (VIR).

Performance ratings will be updated quar-
terly according to the latest VID data. ■
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Don’t have the customers drive their cars into or out of your garage. Eliminate
liability issues.

Chain off work area so customers are out of harm’s way.

Keep electric cords (workstation and VMAS included) hung high and out of the
way of other equipment and walkway areas.

Use a kneepad (lawn and garden shops sell them) when kneeling on the floor.
Avoid physical strain and keep yourself clean. Use a creeper instead of lying on the
shop floor.

Capture metal filings and brake dust in a contained tray. Recycle same.

Wear safety goggles with side shields and gloves when necessary. Some people are
allergic to certain solutions when they come in contact with skin.

Have eyewash station available where solvents are used. Fifteen minutes of con-
tinuous flush must be available.

Train employees in use of fire extinguisher.

Post exit signs over doors.

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔
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Workplace Safety Checklist
continued from page 1

MassBay Dedicates New Technology Center in Ashland

 ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
4/1 – 6/30/01

Violations Issued to Inspectors : 139

Violations Issued to Stations: 144

Inspectors Required to Undergo Retraining: 37

Inspectors Suspended: 35

Stations Suspended: 21

Store batteries inside the garage.

Recycle batteries, tires, and scrap metal parts.

Make sure combustibles/flammables are contained in a
fireproof area of the garage, away from where people nor-
mally work.

Organize and label oils, chemicals, and hazardous materials
in a single storage area. Keep unused materials in their
original containers.

No smoking.

Adequate central and local ventilation is important. Keep
level of noxious gases to a minimum.

Make sure lifts have operable safety locks, and are tested
and serviced monthly.

Post written contingency plans for fire prevention, emer-
gencies, and spill control.

Place oily shop rags in sealed, labeled metal containers.

Use drip pans to avoid oil spills.

Remove waste oil by a licensed transporter or burn it on-
site in an approved heater.

To obtain a checklist and for further information, call U.S.
EPA Region 1 at 800-90-NEEAT.

MassBay Community College has moved all of its automotive training programs to the new MassBay Technology Center, located at
250 Eliot St., Ashland. Helping to dedicate the Center during ceremonies on June 12 were, from left, George Ryan, Hunter Engineer-
ing; Sean Wessen, ACDelco; Dr. Charles Wall, Mass. Board of Higher Education; Ange Girolamo, General Motors; State Rep. Deborah
Blumer, D-Framingham; MassBay President Dr. Lindsay Norman; Jeff Norton, Toyota Motor Sales; and William Tradewell, Daimler
Chrysler. MassBay Community College operates the largest automotive technology training school in the state.

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔

❑✔
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Emissions Repair and Success Rating
F A C T  S H E E T

A: The rating is based on the following formula:

■ For every successful repair, a shop earns points.

■ Additional points are received when emissions problems are fixed during the first repair attempt.

■ Points are deducted for waivers, although shops are not penalized for their first waiver of every quarter.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency mandates that a waiver system be in place; however, under
this system, only a limited number of waivers are allowed.

The calculation sheet on the back of this fact sheet provides the complete formula that determines a shop’s rating.

A: Depending on the number of waivers issued and successful repairs conducted, waivers may not hurt
your rating. The ERSR system deducts points only for second and additional waivers. Overall, very few waivers
are issued by repair shops. The fewer waivers that repair shops issue means cleaner and more fuel-efficient
vehicles—and cleaner air.

A: Shops’ ratings will be published on the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test program Web site
(http://vehicletest.state.ma.us) and as part of the Vehicle Inspection Report (VIR) (see chart below). On the Web
site’s Repair Station Index, stations’ ratings will be categorized on a star-rating system. On the VIR, stations’
ratings will be provided numerically. The 25 registered repair shops located nearest the site of the inspection
station will be listed, along with their rating.

Rating Web site VIR

Top 20 percent ★★★★★ 5

60 to 80 percent ★★★★ 4

40 to 60 percent ★★★ 3

20 to 40 percent ★★ 2

0 to 20 percent ★ 1

No repair records on file No repairs reported

When no repair records are on file, 
no rating will appear on the VIR.

A: Yes, the ERSR is the result of ongoing discussions that began over three years ago with repair industry
representatives. Input from these volunteers, who serve on the Vehicle Maintenance Initiative (VMI) subcommittee
of the Inspection and Maintenance Advisory Committee, was critical to developing the rating system.

A: Registered repair shops that are also inspection stations can submit repair records through their
workstation. Repair information can also be faxed to Diagnostic and Training Centers at the following fax
numbers:

Bridgewater (508) 279-1861 Dedham (781) 251-9629
North Oxford (508) 987-7664 West Springfield (413) 732-8708
Woburn (781) 376-6098

A: For additional information, or if you have questions about your rating, call the Station Support Hotline toll
free at 877-297-5552 (Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Saturday, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.).

Repair Points – Waiver Deductions

Cars Worked On

The Emissions Repair Success Rating (ERSR), which is mandated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, evaluates registered
repair shops based on their repair performance. The ERSR identifies shops that have conducted successful repairs. It is intended to assist
motorists in their search to obtain quality repairs from experienced repairers. This fact sheet provides registered repair shops with informa-
tion about the ERSR.

Q: How is a
registered repair
shop assigned a
rating?

Q: How will
motorists receive
information about
stations' ratings?

= Registered Repair Shop Rating

Q: Was the repair
industry involved in
developing the ERSR?

Q: How can
repair shops
submit repair
records?

Q: Will providing
waivers hurt my
rating?

Q: How can I 
get more information
about the ERSR?
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PROFILE★

Lawrence

Inspection Update is published quarterly and
distributed to the automotive service and repair
industry in Massachusetts by the Department of
Environmental Protection and the Registry of
Motor Vehicles, in association with Agbar
Technologies, Inc.

Our mission is to help foster the success of the
enhanced vehicle inspection and maintenance
program by providing news and useful informa-
tion to vehicle inspectors and repair technicians
in a timely fashion.

We also want to facilitate the sharing of helpful
information among people within the industry.
Toward that end, we encourage our readers to
contact us with their suggestions, observations and
constructive criticism. Ideas that would benefit the
industry as a whole will be presented in subsequent
editions of Inspection Update, as space allows.

To register your comments, please e-mail or phone:

Michael’s Motors is a full-service automotive shop and used car dealership, conveniently located across Winthrop Avenue,
from the Lawrence office of the Registry of Motor Vehicles. Mike Pawlik, Jr., the son of the original owner, is president of the
company.

One of the first stations to sign up for the Massachusetts Enhanced Emissions &
Safety Test program, Michael’s Motors is both an inspection station and a regis-
tered emissions repair shop. In addition to the bay dedicated to inspections,
the shop has one service bay and employs two certified L-1 technicians.

Vehicle inspections are a necessary component of a full-service operation, Mike
Pawlik, Jr. believes. He wants customers to think of Michael’s Motors for all of
their automotive needs.

Mike credits the program with much of his new business. Recently, a first-time
customer from Haverhill stopped by the garage for an inspection. While in the
waiting room, the customer was exposed to Mike’s professional and friendly employees. He later told Mike how im-
pressed he was with the conversations and customer interactions he had witnessed. Mike knows he will see this fellow again
as a customer because this kind of situation occurs frequently at his shop.

Mike is in his third year as president of the Merrimack Valley Public Safety Council. His Council responsibilities tie in nicely
with the workings of the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test program. Members of the Council include various municipal police
departments, businesses and automobile associations. The organization has been able to influence the Enhanced Emission &
Safety Test program by giving constructive feedback on a variety of program issues, such as sticker color visibility, definition of
rejection stickers (safety versus emissions), and clarification of confusion around renewal dates.

If Mike has any concern about the program, it is finding and keeping quality repair technicians. “Good, smart workers are at a
premium,” says Mike. “When you have these skills, you have many employment opportunities today.”

There are not many privately owned full-service inspection and repair facilities because it is an expensive endeavor, Mike
points out. Employees need continuous training as technology evolves, equipment always needs to be updated, and employee
pay must be competitive in order to retain good, talented workers.

In addition, the price of insurance is high in an industry where workplace injuries are commonplace. “For instance, freon, the
chemical used in air conditioners, is dangerous,” he says. “While a/c registered technicians are not mandated, it is important
that technicians be trained in how to handle freon. Things like this that add up over time, making the running of a good
shop costly.”

If you happen to be driving in the Merrimack Valley, tune into 800AM WCCM, with host Bruce Arnold. Mike can be heard on
Arnold’s show three days a week giving auto tips to listeners. Mike develops his timely radio tips from customer issues he
experiences at his shop. The week that “Inspection Update” visited Michael’s Motors was a hot one, and his topic, appropri-
ately, was air conditioners. ■

Michael’s Motors
Chester (Mike) Pawlik, Jr.
54 Winthrop Avenue
Lawrence, MA 01843, 978-682-2642

Enhanced Program Brings New Customers to Busy Shop

John Hahesy
The Minahan Companies
617-451-8600
jhahesy@the minahancompanies.com
The Vehicle Maintenance Initiative Committee
(VMI), composed entirely of volunteers from
the repair industry, serves as Inspection Update’s
editorial advisory board. Charles R. Pearson, Jr.,
of Pearson’s Automotive, Fitchburg, is chair of
the VMI Committee; William Cahill, of B.C.
Auto Repair, Randolph, is alternate chair.

Mike Pawlik, Jr.
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Training Too Expensive, You Say?
These Figures Show Quick Boost to Profits

By Sean M. Wessen

How important is training to you? We utilize training to create better “trained” technicians to service
today’s vehicles, but how many of you take advantage of training in your area? Don’t bother with all
the excuses - I’ve heard them all - especially the most common, “I can’t afford to send a technician to a
class.” My question to you: “How can you afford not to?”

With the growing complexity of today’s vehicles and the number of options or accessories added to
them, technicians either keep up with the times or fall behind. Once a technician falls behind in tech-
nology, it takes twice as long to catch up. It’s like teaching an old dog new tricks: it takes more time
and hard work. We would have been better off to keep up and not fall behind.

Let’s say a technician works for you and makes $15 an hour. You are going to send this technician to a
two-day On Board Diagnostics II (OBDII) class for about $300, (or for free if you have a Total Service
Support Account with ACDelco). Let’s do a little math equation:

You are right, $1,580 is a lot of money! But
with the training, we hope to educate tech-
nicians to increase their diagnostic skills,
make them more familiar with the systems
or circuits they’re working on, and provide
them with the fundamental knowledge
necessary to service today’s vehicles.

Without bringing technicians to a higher level through training, we are leaving the doors of our shops open to costly “comebacks.”
We’re all but guaranteeing that productivity will drop, and that our technicians will be forced to throw parts in a car and hope for the
best. Those “try me” electrical and electronic parts are not returnable, and you can’t bill the customer for them. I’ll bet your last
“comeback” part cost you, or your boss, at least a couple hundred dollars.

Let’s do another math equation…The average technician works on six vehicles a day. If that technician were able, through training,
to cut down on his/her diagnostic time, or repair process, by as little as five minutes per vehicle, which is not far-fetched at all, it
could bring newfound profits to the repair shop.

Correct me if I’m wrong, but that means
that technician was able to free up ten bill-
able hours a month during his normal 40-
hour week to work on other vehicles, with
no added costs to the shop.

So, basically, it would take two-and-a-half
months possibly to recoup your cost of
$1,580 for that technician who attended a
two-day class. Last I knew, there were 12
months in a year, so after you recoup your
cost of training in two-and-a-half months,
that leaves nine-and-a-half months at $650
per month, or $6,175 net profit added to
your bottom line per technician for the year.
I don’t know of any bank where you can

deposit $1,580 and have $6,175 in the account at the end of the year. That’s nearly a 400% return on investment! And free training is
a great way to lure new technicians to your business and to retain the technicians you currently employ.

To answer my original question, “How important is training to you?” Very important – and it should be taken seriously. Quality parts,
quality service, and trained technicians equal a successful business.

Sean M. Wessen is employed by ACDelco as an instructor in automotive technology in a region that includes all of New England and stretches as
far south as Washington, D.C. and Virginia. He conducts programs frequently in Massachusetts. This article was adapted from one of his regu-
lar lectures.

As a trainer for ACDelco,
Sean Wessen spends a lot
of time on the road. His
territory encompasses 12
states.

Cost of OBDII Class: = $300

Technician @ $15 per hour for 16 hours: = $240 Wages

Empty bay in shop for 16 hours @
 $50/shop labor rate hour: = $800 Lost Labor Sales

16 hours parts not sold (Estimated $15 profit
 per hour on parts sold): = $240 Lost Parts Profit

Total cost of training: = $1,580

6 vehicles serviced a day x 5 minutes saved: = 30 minutes

30 minutes saved a day x 5 working days a week: = 150 minutes

150 minutes saved a week x 4 weeks a month: = 600 minutes or 10 hours

10 hours per month saved x $50/shop labor rate hour: = $500

10 hours x estimated $15/profit per labor hour on parts sold: = $150

Benefit of training per month (Profit): = $650
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PROFILE
Applying General Diagnostic Techn

First, Determine Which of the Five 
“Inspection Update” published the first of two articles by Mark
Oliver on the subject of repairing an emissions failure without a
dynamometer in its February 2001 edition, (Volume 2, Number 1).
In this, the second of those articles, Oliver presents and briefly
explains the general diagnostic approach to emissions failures.

By Mark Oliver

The diagnostic approach is a systematic process of checking
emissions-related systems and sub-systems. Within the diag-
nostic approach there are two levels of analysis, general diag-
nostics and focused diagnostics.

In general diagnostics, you test five major engine systems in
order to obtain an overview of the vehicle’s condition. Those
systems are: 1.) Engine Mechanical, 2.) Ignition, 3.) Air-Fuel,
4.) Computer Control, and 5.) Emissions Controls.

General diagnostic techniques can be applied to all motor
vehicles, whereas focused
diagnostics is a vehicle-spe-
cific, and sometimes an en-
gine-specific, process. Since
this newsletter is intended for
a general audience within the
repair industry, and since
there are so many makes of
vehicles and kinds of engines
that one article could never
encompass focused diagnos-
tics for them all, I have con-
fined this article to general
diagnostics.

An emissions repair techni-
cian can use the diagnostic
approach in conjunction with
dynamometer testing, but you
do not have to have a dyne in
your shop to use the diagnos-
tic approach successfully,
which is one of its great vir-
tues.

Before going into general
diagnostics for the five major engine systems, I want to discuss
what I consider the wrong way of repairing an emissions
failure…If you start at the tailpipe and work your way to the
engine, you’re doing it backwards. You have to start with a
good, critical look at everything that’s happening within the
engine.

As a repair technician, you have to understand engine perfor-
mance in its entirety. You shouldn’t just read the VIR (vehicle
inspection report), and throw parts at what appears to be the
problem. Too many people are tempted, right off the bat, to
replace the oxygen sensor and the catalytic converter.

The VIR gives you a snapshot from the dynamometer test.
You’re looking at how bad engine performance was at a par-

ticular moment. The repair technician should use the VIR only
as reference material, not as the final word, or as the total
word.

To be fair to the customer, you have to make a thorough effort
to identify exactly where the problem lies that is causing the
vehicle to fail the emissions test. Once you have determined
through general diagnostics which engine system is faulty, you
would use focused diagnostics. For example, if you determined
the problem was in the computer control system, you would
test the MAP, TPS, CTS and other related sensors.

Now let’s go through the general diagnostic approach to the
five major engine systems:

1. Engine Mechanical
The easiest diagnostic tool to use here is a vacuum gauge.
Cranking the engine, the reading on the vacuum gauge should

be between three and five inches
of mercury. At idle, the vacuum
should be between 16 and 20
inches of mercury, and holding
steady. Rapid fluctuations in the
mercury reading are a clear sign
of a mechanical problem.

Run the engine at 2,500 rpm
with the EGR valve discon-
nected, and the mercury reading
should be two inches higher
than it was at idle. Release the
throttle after testing at 2,500
rpm, and as the engine deceler-
ates, vacuum should increase
four to five inches.

2. Ignition
Your goal is to determine if there
is even firing, and proper firing,
of the ignition by checking the
components of the secondary
ignition system – the spark
plugs, spark plug wires, distribu-

tor cap and rotor, the coil wire, and coil.

If the ignition is working right, the firing kilovolts (KV) should
remain even between eight and 12 thousand; the spark line
should be between one and four KV; and the burn time should
be in the range of one to two milliseconds (MS).

You should do a cruise test, which involves accelerating the
engine to 1,500 rpm. During the cruise test, you check (a.)
“dwell control,” (how the computer controls engine timing, as
timing is closely tied to production of oxides of nitrogen,
NOx), and (b.) “current limiting,” (how the computer controls
the current going to the coil).

From his shop in Northampton, Mark Oliver writes, “Once you
have determined through general diagnostics which system is
faulty, employ vehicle-specific, or engine-specific, focused
diagnostics to make the actual emissions repair.”
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niques to an Emissions Failure

Major Engine Systems Is Faulty
Also, you should do a snap acceleration test. There should be
maximum coil output during snap acceleration; anything less
than 25 KV indicates a problem either with the coil itself or
with the spark plugs, which could be fuel-fouled as a result of
an air-fuel mixture that is too rich. (A rich mixture is associ-
ated with high carbon monoxide, CO.) On decelerating, the
voltage needed to bridge the rotor air gap should be around
five KV.

3. Air-Fuel
You have to check the air induction systems, including the air
filter, for restrictions and for leaks beyond the air flow sensors,
if the vehicle is so equipped. Restrictions and/or leaks will
always disrupt the ideal air-fuel mixture.

There should be static fuel pressure when the key is on and the
engine is off (KOEO), and dynamic fuel pressure when the key
is on and the engine is running (KOER).

To be sure there are no restrictions or leaks, test
the fuel pressure regulator. You should observe a
fuel pressure increase of one pound for every
two-inch drop in vacuum during the test.

Achieve maximum fuel pressure by momen-
tarily pinching the fuel return line; when the
line is pinched, you should see at least a 10-
pounds-per-square-inch (PSI) increase.

Be sure to measure the volume of fuel produced
by the fuel pump. If the volume is less than
what it should be, there could be a restriction in
the fuel line or fuel filter. Or there could be a
problem with the fuel pump.

While measuring fuel volume, you should do
the testing necessary to assess the quality of the
fuel itself, as contamination by water and alco-
hol is more common than many people in the industry would
believe.

4. Computer Control
Don’t attempt to repair an emissions failure without first
determining if the engine computer is capable of controlling
the air-fuel mixture.

First, find out if the oxygen sensor is doing its job. Can it read
a rich signal, which is 800 millivolts or more? Can it read a
lean mixture: 175 millivolts or less? And can it switch from
lean to rich, or from rich to lean, in 100 milliseconds or less?

Next, determine if the computer commands the fuel based on
inputs received from the oxygen sensor. If the oxygen sensor
sends a lean signal, does the computer command an increase
in fuel? If the oxygen sensor sends a rich signal, does the
computer command a decrease in fuel?

Finally, if the vehicle is equipped for OBD II, use a scan tool to
check the stored codes and the history codes for evidence of
computer control problems.

5. Emissions Controls
Assessing the condition of the vehicle’s emissions controls, be sure
to check each of the following five devices or systems: the catalytic
converter, the EGR valve, the EVAP, the EFE, and the air injection
reaction (AIR) system.

Gases come into the catalytic converter mainly as oxides of nitro-
gen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and hydrocarbons. Under
ideal conditions, they exit the converter as carbon dioxide, water,
a small amount of oxides of nitrogen, and a minimal amount of
hydrocarbons.

The cat is a marvelous device, but it can do its job effectively only
with the help of the other related systems. If the vehicle is not in
fuel control, the cat won’t be able to function properly.

If there is an excess of NOx coming from the tailpipe, the EGR
valve could be the culprit, as its primary job is to control combus-
tion chamber temperatures. Excess heat is associated with high

NOx.

The EVAP system controls hydrocarbon (HC) evapo-
ration. If it is not purging HC correctly, or fully, the
resulting excess of HC could cause an emissions
failure.

The EFE, early fuel evaporation system, uses heat
from the exhaust manifold to warm up the air-fuel
mixture under cold weather conditions. However, if
the EFE malfunctions by not turning off once the
vehicle is warmed up, or by delivering heat to the
mixture when it is not needed in warm weather, the
resulting excess heat during combustion would cause
high NOx.

Although a secondary system in the emissions con-
trol process, the air injection reaction system (AIR)
plays an important role, depending on the make and

model of the vehicle. The AIR system adds extra oxygen to the air-
fuel mixture in order to boost the oxidization of hydrocarbons
(HC) and carbon monoxide (CO). Through oxidization, it converts
CO to carbon dioxide and hydrocarbons to water (H2O). If it is not
working properly, the AIR system will allow excess HC and high
CO to escape the tailpipe.

Other Things to Check
Before concluding, I want to point out that you should be looking
at three other engine conditions or systems when evaluating an
emissions failure:

One, determine if there are excess carbon deposits, as these usually
lead to NOx and HC problems.

Two, give a thorough check to the cooling system, as malfunctions
there raise the combustion temperature and cause high NOx.

Three, be sure the charging systems are at top capacity, as these
sustain all of the engine’s electrical functions, including – most
pertinently – those relating to ignition and fuel injection.
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Massachusetts Training Schools
Planning Busy Fall Schedules
Automotive and diesel technicians may take the courses and examinations
needed to become a registered repairer at a number of Massachusetts institutions.

Before signing up for a course, a technician should take an Emissions Repair
Skills Assessment test, which is offered only through Massachusetts Bay Commu-
nity College on the first Thursday of every month, 6:00 to 10:00 P.M. Call 781-
239-2702.

The institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) will be offering technician
certification testing in November through several schools. You must register for
an ASE certification test by September 28. If interested, call ASE’s toll-free num-
ber, 1-877-564-8661, or the I&M Station Hotline, 877-297-5552.

Mass. Module and inspector retraining courses are also coming up this fall. Call
the Station Hotline for details.

These are the Massachusetts schools currently offering training and testing:

ADVANCED TECHNICAL TRAINING, 20 Johnson Rd., Chicopee, MA 01039,
413-268-8337. Contact: Mark Oliver

AUTOMOTIVE CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER, 19 Wells St., Worcester,
MA 01604, 800-939-7909. Contact: Craig Van Batenburg

DIMAN REGIONAL VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL, 257 Stonehaven
Rd., Fall River, MA 02723, 781-239-2702. Contact: Charles R. Pearson, Jr.

HI-TECH TRAINING, 298B North St., Randolph, MA 02368, 781-963-9249.
Contact: Bob Mann

MASSASOIT COMMUNITY COLLEGE, 900 Randolph St., Canton, MA 02021,
508-427-1210. Contact: Margaret Vaughn.

MASS BAY COMMUNITY COLLEGE, 250 Eliot St., Ashland, MA 01721,
781-239-3048. Contact: Charles R. Pearson, Jr.

MT. WACHUSETT COMMUNITY COLLEGE, 444 Green St., Gardner, MA
01440, 978-632-6600. Contact: Peter Kaufmann.

NORTH SHORE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, One Ferncroft Rd., Danvers, MA
01923, 978-236-1221. Contact: Bob Rose

General Diagnostic Techniques
continued from page 7

Importance of
Training Cannot
Be Overstated
Mark Oliver is incapable of discussing
the repair of emissions failures without
bringing up the importance, and the
value, of training for automotive tech-
nicians.

Referring to the Philadelphia-based,
nationally recognized leader in auto-
motive technology training, Oliver
says, “ASPIRE has two great programs
that take a technician from basic elec-
trical systems through advanced emis-
sions control concepts. I don’t know
why everyone in the industry hasn’t
taken them yet.”

The programs are FIRST, Fundamental
Inspection Repair System Training, and
EDGE, Emissions Diagnostician Gradu-
ate Education.

“As automotive technicians, we have
great opportunities today to enhance
our knowledge,” observed Oliver, a
member of the Council of Advanced
Automotive Trainers. “We can improve
our standing with our customers, and
our reputation in the community, only
through training.

“Training and certification are the only
ways to gain greater knowledge and
professionalism,” he emphasized.

Oliver noted that the subject of the
accompany article he wrote for this
edition of Inspection Update, general
diagnostics, is covered in more detail in
the FIRST curriculum.

For information on training institutes
near you that offer ASPIRE training, see
accompanying article on this page. ■

As a busy emissions repair technician, your goal, naturally, is to repair the vehicle as
quickly as possible. But if you allow time pressures to prevent you from taking all of
the above steps in the diagnostic approach, you could easily miss the core reason for
the emissions failure.

Starting over, after a failed repair attempt, will certainly consume more time than a
general diagnostic work-up would have initially. And the more you use this approach,
the quicker you become at gathering key information on engine performance.

Remember, once you have determined through general diagnostics which system is
faulty, employ vehicle-specific, or engine-specific, focused diagnostics to make the
actual repair. Best of luck!

A member of the Council of Advanced Automotive Trainers, Mark Oliver owns and operates a
registered emissions repair shop, Advanced Tech Repair, in Northampton, MA. He is also the
proprietor of Advanced Technical Training, a school for automotive technicians headquar-
tered in Haydenville, MA. Oliver welcomes all inquiries and comments at 413-584-9913. ■

Web Page
Don’t forget to keep an eye

on our website for new

program information.

www.vehicletest.state.ma.us
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Massasoit a National Leader
In Training Diesel Technicians

Everywhere you look, the diesel engine is hard at work.

Buses and trains, supertankers and yachts, pickup trucks and
tractors pulling double trailers, earth movers and construction
cranes, water pumps and electricity generators – they all rely on
the diesel engine, an essential of modern life.

Where you find a diesel, you’ll find a technician whose job it is
to maintain and repair it.

And where there’s a diesel technician, there has to be a training
school in the background, for the knowledge of today’s ever-
more-advanced diesel engines is best acquired in the classrooms
and shops of an accredited institution of higher learning.

Massachusetts is home to one of the nation’s most respected and
successful diesel technician training schools.  Operated by
Massasoit Community College at its 18-acre campus in the beau-
tiful Blue Hill area of Canton, the school has been turning out
skilled diesel techs since the early-1970s.

For many years, it has been the largest diesel technician training
school in New England.

Some 55 students are currently enrolled in the program.

Massasoit offers 11 separate courses in diesel technology.  These
include Electronic Engine Diagnostics, Engine Principles, I and II;
Fuel Systems, Governing and Computer Control, Truck Compo-
nents, I and II; and Fundamentals of Standby Power Generation.

Students of any age or employment status may enroll at any time
in a course to fill gaps in their knowledge and/or to update their
skills.  Or a student may take a combination of diesel technology
and other kinds of courses with the intention of earning a de-
gree.  A minimum of 20 courses and 62 credits is required for an
associate’s degree in diesel technology at Massasoit.

“The faculty here are active factory trainers,” said Tom Kearns,
professor and department chair of diesel technology at Massasoit.
“We are always current in our knowledge, and often we are ahead
of current.  It’s not unusual for us to have knowledge of new
diesel technology before it is introduced into the marketplace.”

For students to work and learn on, the shops at Massasoit have
diesel engines, parts and related equipment valued at over three-
quarters of a million dollars.  “We have 15 engines that are newer
than 1996,” Kearns said.  “Our students can apply what they
learn working on these engines directly and immediately to a job
in diesel maintenance and repair.”

Massasoit Community College serves as a factory trainer for
Cummins Engine Co., the largest independent manufacturer of
diesel engines in the world.  Under this arrangement, Cummins
employees from several northeastern states are trained exclu-
sively at Massasoit, while Cummins professionals serve as ad-
junct faculty members in Massasoit’s diesel technology program.

Of the relationship with Cummins, Elaine Stewart, Massasoit’s
dean of workforce development and community education,
noted, “Massasoit was one of the first colleges in the U.S. to align
itself with a major manufacturer in this fashion.  In many ways,
we were pioneers in building bridges between industry and edu-
cation.  Those bridges have strengthened institutions like
Massasoit while greatly improving the quality of education pro-
vided to our students, and thus their employability and earning
potential.”

Tom Kearns, who has been associated with the program since
1991 and has been heading it since 1994, has watched the rela-
tionship with Cummins grow and evolve over a long period.
“It’s been great for the school because it has brought us so many
good students,” he said.  “It has been great for the students
because it keeps our diesel technology instruction state of the
art.  And it’s been great for all the industries in New England that
rely on diesel power because we are a major source of the skilled
labor needed to keep all these engines running.”

Expanding on this theme, Kearns noted that:

• Massasoit trains many of the diesel technicians employed by
the Massachusetts Port Authority and Amtrak, and by compa-
nies such as Ryder Truck Rental and Caterpillar.

• Local 4 of the Portable Hoisting Engineers has an agreement
with Massasoit to provide instruction to all the diesel techni-
cians enrolled in the union’s four-year apprenticeship pro-
gram.  Local 4 apprentices earn up to 30 college credits while
studying part-time at Massasoit.

• Now that Massasoit is one of four main training sites around
the world for an international concern, Cummins Power
Generation/Onan Generators, the college “has moved onto
the global economic stage in a small but meaningful way.”

“We have a philosophy that we are very insistent on,” said
Kearns, “and it is simply this:

”When a technician leaves here after completing a course, he
is going to have something new in his head that will either
make his job easier, or make it possible for him to earn more
money.” ■
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“If we’re serious about
reducing air pollution
from motor vehicles,
we have to be serious
about improving the
skills of our automotive
technicians.”

Professor Thomas Kearns

Massasoit Offers All Four ASPIRE Modules

Massasoit Community College excels in
educating and training diesel technicians.

Diesel technology, however, is far from
the only “specialty of the house” at this
dynamic institution, which bills itself as
the “Center for Careers and Technology.”

With large, modern campuses in Brockton
and Canton, Massasoit conducts a wide
range of degree and certificate programs,
including courses in automobile emis-
sions repairs leading to certification by
the national institute for Automotive
Service Excellence (ASE).

Starting late in September 2001, Massasoit
will offer all four ASPIRE training modules
—FIRST I and II, and EDGE I and II — as
well as the Massachusetts Training Mod-
ule.

“We were among the original Massachu-
setts training schools supporting the state
in the transition to the Enhanced Emis-
sions and Safety Test program, and we
remain committed to the success of the
program through our commitment to
training,” said Tom Kearns, who adminis-
ters Massasoit’s automotive technology
programs in his capacity as professor and
department chair of diesel technology.

“If we’re serious about reducing air pollu-
tion from motor vehicles, we have to be

serious about improving the skills of our
automotive technicians. At Massasoit, I
can assure you, we’re very serious.”

Adds Elaine Stewart, Massasoit’s dean of
workforce development and community
education, “We are very pleased to work
with the Commonwealth on workforce
development issues. In the future, we
hope to be doing more workforce devel-
opment, not less, along these lines.”

FIRST stands for Fundamental Inspec-
tion Repair System Training. It covers
the theory, procedures, and testing
methods needed to comprehend, apply
and diagnose emissions and drivability-
related problems.

Short for Emissions Diagnostician
Graduate Education, EDGE is an ad-
vanced course of study designed for the
experienced technician who wants to
learn the finer points of diagnosing and
repairing emissions failures.

The Massachusetts Training Module is
for technicians who are already L-1
certified but need to learn the specific,
required inspection and testing proce-
dures of the Enhanced Emissions and
Safety Test.

Massasoit Community College conducts
courses in diesel- and gasoline-powered
technology only at its Canton campus,
located at 900 Randolph St. Adjoining
the Blue Hills Technical Institute, with
which it is affiliated, the Canton campus
is easily accessible from Route 128, off
Exit 2A (Route 138 South).

For information on the starting dates for
the above courses, and on how to regis-
ter, contact Massasoit’s Auto Repair
Technician Hotline, 508-427-1210.

Besides Massasoit, at least seven other
institutions in Massachusetts offer train-
ing in the standard-setting ASPIRE mod-
ules. For a list of these institutions, and
how to contact them, please turn to the
article on Page 8. ■

On-board diagnostic (OBD) tests, promising greater speed, effi-
ciency and convenience to motorists, will replace tailpipe tests
for most high-tech vehicles (1996-and-newer) in Massachusetts,
starting in early 2002.

Preparing for the implementation of this new kind of emissions
check, all inspection stations in Massachusetts are now gather-
ing data from OBD II systems when vehicles equipped with OBD
II technology are emissions tested on the dynamometer.

This period of OBD II data collection will continue through the
end of this year for two reasons: One, to see how well on-board
computers identify malfunctioning emissions systems; and two,
to determine how ODB II checks can be used to make emissions
inspections faster and, thus, more convenient to motorists.

Says Bert Cox, chief of vehicle programs for the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection, “Basically, we’re hav-
ing inspectors spend an extra two minutes to help us gather data
now, with the expectation of saving 15 minutes per vehicle
inspection when we officially implement OBD II testing.”

OBD II Data Collection Worth the Extra Effort
It takes approximately one minute to locate the connector and
hook up the scan tool, and one minute for the electronic scan
tool to communicate with the vehicle’s on-board computer to
retrieve information about the operation of the vehicle emissions
control system.

As for OBD II training, inspector training was conducted in the
Spring and will be touched upon briefly in future re-certification
training. OBD II repairer trainings are coming soon, so keep your
eyes pealed for seminar information. If you are interested in
further inspector trainings, please call the hotline listed below.

In early 2002, it is expected that cars and light trucks equipped
with on-board diagnostics will be tested via OBD II, thus reduc-
ing the amount of time necessary to conduct an emissions test.
The tailpipe test will continue to be used on older (pre-1996)
vehicles not equipped with OBD II technology.

Send us your thoughts on OBD II via the program website at
www.vehicletest.state.ma.us and, for further information or
questions please call the station hotline at 877-297-5552. ■
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Tom Kearns can’t help but take a long
view of the Massachusetts Enhanced
Emissions and Safety Test program.

After all, back in the early-1990s, when
many of the people now inspecting cars
for a living were in grade school, Kearns
was already one of the most accom-
plished emissions repair technicians and
instructors in the country.

Kearns’s expertise was recognized by
none other than the federal Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (EPA), which re-
cruited him in 1994 for an elite “train
the trainers” program.
Along with only one
other emissions repairer-
instructor from Massa-
chusetts, and 78 others
from around the U.S.,
Kearns went to
Morrisville, Pennsylvania
for an intensive two-
week program run by
ASPIRE.

“The EPA saw the crack-
down on air pollution
coming,” Kearns said,
“and realized it could
never achieve the goals
of the Clean Air Act
unless there was a whole
new breed of skilled
technicians serving
motorists in every state.”

It was the mission of those 80 individu-
als gathered at ASPIRE headquarters in
1994 to learn everything they could
about diagnosing and fixing faulty emis-
sions control systems, and then to im-
part that knowledge to other skilled
technicians back home – technicians
who would, in turn, become instructors
themselves.

“Each of us was expected to go home and
quickly train at least 10 other instruc-
tors,” said Kearns. “The idea was that, in
no time, there would be 800 trainers
with up-to-date knowledge and skills
spread around the country.

“We trained the trainers who helped
develop the thousands of emissions
repairers working in the industry today.
Morrisville was part of the foundation

Tom Kearns Was Present
At Creation of Enhanced I&M

for the enhanced program that Massa-
chusetts launched five years later.”

Kearns the trainer, incidentally, exceeded
the expectations of those who trained
him. Instead of grooming 10 new in-
structors like himself, he trained more
than 30 Massachusetts trainers in 1994
alone.

That Kearns accomplished as much as he
did during the formative stage of the
enhanced Massachusetts program is all
the more noteworthy when you consider
that he did it at roughly the same time

he was taking over,
and reshaping, the
diesel technology
program at
Massasoit Commu-
nity College.

A native of
Randolph and a
Marine Corps vet-
eran of the Viet-
nam War, Kearns
had been employed
as a diesel instruc-
tor at Massasoit for
eight years when
he was promoted to
department chair in
1994.

“We have a great
college, with a great

history and spirit,” he says. “Both the
facility and faculty are excellent. We’re at
the top of our game.”

Kearns enjoys the challenges of being an
administrator, but he derives the most
satisfaction from teaching, and especially
from those moments when he helps a
student perceive the answer to a difficult
problem.

“These are smart guys,” Kearns says of
his students, “but sometimes their
knowledge is like a big file cabinet. All
the information has been jammed inside,
but in no particular order. We develop in
our students a systematic thought pro-
cess so they can think through every step
of a problem…I love it when I give a
student the one piece of information
that suddenly ties 10 other things to-
gether. It’s like seeing a light go on over
their heads.” ■

New Registered
Repair Technicians
The following automotive repair
technicians passed certification
tests and became registered repair-
ers during the period April 1-
July 31, 2001:

Jeff Beckwith, Bernardston

Vincent Bilotta, East Otis

Jeffrey Bray, Granby

Randall Burne, Pelham, NH

John Caruso, Danvers

Mark Chiarvalloti, Sterling

Raymond K. Condrate, Holland

John Croto, Whitman

Mike Dennis, Allston

Raymond Desrosiers, Lowell

Richard Domine, Pepperell

Kenneth Dunn, Lynn

Thomas Gartner, Medway

Vlad Gersht, Sudbury

Gary Graslie, Worcester

William Gundel, Norwood

Shane Hayes, Boston

Mark Jamieson, Abington

Lee Jekanowski, Hadley

John Kinney, Framingham

Douglas Ladebauche, Hudson

Gregory Lyman, Wilbraham

Mike Lyons, South Easton

Samir Makhlouta, Billerica

Delbert Martin, Monterey

Vyacheslav Mazur, Maynard

Joseph Meranda, Somerville

Mark Norton, Framingham

James Padeni, Worcester

Salvatore Panetta, III, Boxboro

Robert Roe, Bellingham

Danny Santos, Norton

Jeremy Southworth, Spencer

Dana Spada, Whitman

Robert Stegner, Pittsfield

Howard A. Streeter, Jr., Ashfield

Stephen Teebagy, Medford

Terrance Trottier, Forestdale

Chester Winiarski, Ware

Professor Kearns in a familiar spot:
a classroom at Massasoit Community
College.
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If you’re a registered emissions repair technician, you could win a valuable prize in an
upcoming Enhanced Emissions and Safety Test program drawing. And you don’t have to
wait long to find out if your luck is good.

Featuring prizes with a combined value of $25,000, the drawing will be held at 6:30
p.m. on Thursday, September 20, at the MassBay Community College Technology
Center, 250 Eliot St., Ashland. All registered emissions repair technicians employed in
Massachusetts are welcome to attend.

All repair technicians who have completed at least one of the four sections in the
ASPIRE curriculum, or the Mass. Module, are eligible for the drawing. If you meet
these criteria, your name will automatically be entered into the drawing by the pro-
gram contractor, Agbar Technologies.

Even before the enhanced program debuted on October 1, 1999, plans for the big
prize drawing were conceived as a reward to repair technicians who upgraded their
skills. Here’s the complete list of prizes:

☞ Two portable 5-gas analyzers valued at $5,000 apiece.

☞ Two $3,000 OBD II Scan Tool sets.

☞ Two oscilloscopes valued at $2,000 each.

☞ $2,700 worth of Snap-On Tools gift certificates.

☞ Eight pairs of Winston Cup race tickets ($75 per pair).

☞ A subscription to ALL DATA worth $1,500

The contractor for the Enhanced
Emissions and Safety Test program
has a new name. Keating Tech-
nologies is now Agbar Technolo-
gies, reflecting its new affiliation
with Agbar Automotive, a world-
wide leader in environmental and
vehicle services.

“We’ve changed our name, but
we’re not changing who we are
and how we do business,” said
Darrin Greene, Agbar’s project
manager for the Massachusetts
program. “All of our products,
services and contracts remain the
same. The original Keating man-
agement team in Massachusetts is
basically unchanged.”

For more information on Agbar
Technologies and its services,
contact Chris Stock, the
company’s director of marketing,
at cstock@AgbarTech.com.

Heeere’s Agbar!Registered Emissions Repairers
Eagerly Await Multi-Prize Drawing


